National Bilingual/Multilingual Learner Advocacy Month Showcase

Theme: Re-imagining Instruction for Multilingual Learners: Centering Student Voice

Purpose
- Celebrate the rich assets of bilingual/multilingual learners
- Showcase and recognize champions advocating for bilingual/multilingual learners

Recognition
- Students, Schools, Districts, and Champions advocating for bilingual/multilingual learners

Keynote
Efrain Tovar, M.A., Ed.

Efrain Tovar is a frequent speaker at local, state, national, and international conferences, addressing how to utilize technology to meet the linguistic/digital needs of second language learners and their parents. He is the founder of @CAellchat, a global Professional Learning Social Network for teachers who teach second language learners, and the California Newcomer Network, connecting, equipping, and empowering CA's passionate educational leaders who work with Newcomers.

Date: Thursday, April 28, 2022
Time: 4 to 5 p.m.
Location: Live Stream via YouTube

Audience: Educators, Parents, Students, and Community Members

Grade Level(s): TK – 12
Registration: https://sccoe.to/multilingual2022

For more information, please contact:
Keysha Doutherd • 408-453-4345 • KDoutherd@sccoe.org